Abstract-Conventional resource-allocation schemes in orthogonal frequency-division multiple-access (OFDMA) systems consider only one bit-error-rate (BER) requirement. When these schemes are applied to transmit bitstreams with multiple BER requirements, low resource utilization will occur since the target BER has to be the strictest one. We develop a BER-driven resource allocation for generic bitstreams (BRA-G) algorithm by exploiting multiple predetermined target BERs. Then, this scheme is extended to transmission of realistic scalable bitstreams (BRA-SB) where more important (MI) layers possess lower target BERs as compared with less important (LI) layers. The objective here is to maximize the expected quality of all JPEG 2000 (J2K) scalable bitstreams subject to a total power constraint. Instead of using static target BERs for different layers, BRA-SB water-fills over all layers to determine the number of transmit layers and the target BER of each layer simultaneously based on the importance of each layer in terms of reconstructed quality and average channel conditions. Bit-level results show that BRA-SB provides significant image quality improvement over a scheme that ignores the layer's importance in terms of target BER and a BRA-SB-like scheme with static target BERs. A suboptimal algorithm is also proposed to reduce the computational complexity and its performance is close to the optimal one. Index Terms-JPEG 2000 (J2K), orthogonal frequencydivision multiple access (OFDMA), resource allocation, scalable bitstreams, unequal error protection.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE DEMAND for high-quality multimedia communications over wireless networks is an ever growing trend today. The bottleneck in providing such services stems mainly from the fact that multimedia communication is bandwidth intensive, whereas scarce and time-varying wireless resources are shared by multiple users. Therefore, efficient resource allocation is a critical aspect of multimedia transmission over wireless networks.
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since orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) is a promising multicarrier modulation scheme for accommodating high-speed multimedia services. The conventional resourceallocation scheme aims to maximize the total transmit rate, to minimize the total transmit power, or to maximize utility under some resource constraints such as transmit rates and transmit power [1] - [3] . One of the main assumptions in these schemes is that all the information bits are equally important where only one bit-error-rate (BER) constraint is considered. When applying these traditional schemes to the transmission of data streams with multiple BER requirements, poor resource utilization will occur [4] . Hereafter, we call these conventional methods and multiple BER requirements without-BER-driven resource-allocation (WBRA) schemes and BER diversity, respectively. Multimedia bitstreams are one kind of data stream with BER diversity. One example would be a scalable bitstream that consists of a base layer and enhancement layers. Every successive enhancement layer contributes a certain amount of temporal/spatial/fidelity refinement only when all preceding layers are reliably received. In other words, if the base layer is not well received, the quality improvements contributed by the successive layers are in vain. Thus, more important (MI) parts of the bitstreams (e.g., base layer) should possess smaller target BERs than less important (LI) parts (e.g., enhancement layer) during the transmission over error-prone wireless channels. This strategy is widely known as unequal error protection [5] , [6] .
In the first part of this paper, we study the problem of total transmit power minimization with BER diversity where the multimedia bitstream is plainly modeled by a generic data bitstream. We refer our proposed method to BER-driven resource allocation for generic bitstreams (BRA-G). This problem is of particular interest in the wireless transmission field as it can reduce the intercell interference and increase power efficiency during the transmission of high-volume multimedia content. Results show that the BRA-G scheme achieves higher power efficiency than the conventional schemes, owing to the subcarrier assignment strategy that allocates good subcarriers to the bitstreams with lower target BERs and vice versa. However, this may not reflect the actual received multimedia quality since the performance gain is achieved at the cost of lower overall transmit reliability [7] . Hence, for robust wireless multimedia communications, it is vital to investigate whether BER diversity can be exploited in resource allocation to enhance the received multimedia quality.
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We address this issue in the second part of this paper by considering a scenario of multimedia transmission over OFDMA networks where the multimedia bitstreams are first pre-encoded using scalable coding. The objective is to maximize the expected quality of all JPEG 2000 (J2K) scalable bitstreams subject to a total power constraint. Our proposed algorithm consists of two main stages: dynamic target BER assignment and unequal subcarrier assignment. The first stage dynamically assigns lower target BERs to MI layers in a waterfilling fashion according to the layer's importance and average channel conditions. Ideally, when channel conditions are good, more layers are sent. As connection quality degrades, this stage transmits a subset of all layers to maintain the overall transmit reliability. The second stage employs the subcarrier assignment strategy in the BRA-G algorithm. This strategy is expected to enhance the image quality since less power will be consumed by the most important layer if it is transmitted by the best subcarrier as compared with that of an average subcarrier. Thus, more leftover power can be allocated to the remaining layers to further improve robustness against hostile channels.
Extensive research has focused on the resource allocation for multimedia transmission over OFDM networks by considering the effect of channel errors. Within this area, much research has been devoted to the technique known as joint source/channel coding (JSCC) [8] , [9] . The basic idea behind the JSCC technique is to distribute source and channel coding bits among total transmit bits in such a way that MI data suffer less distortion at the expense of more distortion for less critical data. This paper distinguishes itself by looking at the problem from the OFDM optimization in terms of subcarrier assignment, power allocation, and adaptive modulation. Some related works are the following. In [10] , an adaptive modulation scheme for transmitting scalable images with multiple description coding via OFDM networks is proposed. However, the total transmit rate maximization is performed without exploiting BER diversity. In [11] , a utility-based throughputmaximization and complexity-reduction scheduling scheme is proposed for multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) OFDMA systems. Video streams are modeled by data bitstreams with a target BER of 10 −4 . By doing so, different rate-distortion (RD) characteristics residing in different multimedia content segments are neglected. In [12] , a framework to transmit multiple scalable video bitstreams over OFDM networks is proposed. Although BER diversity is considered, the target BER is only chosen from either 10 −5 or 10 −6 , depending on which BER setting achieves the lowest expected distortion. Moreover, BER diversity only exists between the least important layer and the remaining layers. In [13] , a cross-layer resource-allocation scheme that exploits channel conditions and RD information of video streams is proposed. However, only one target BER is considered.
In [14] , an unequal-power-allocation scheme for the transmission of scalable-video-coded packets is proposed. In particular, more power is allocated to the base layer packets than the enhancement layer packets based on a lookup table. However, the lookup table is constructed based on a fixed modulation level in which the amount of power allocated to a layer is inversely proportional to the BER of the layer. This relationship does not hold when adaptive modulation is adopted. Finally, this paper is perhaps most closely related to [4] , which studies the problem of transmit power minimization with BER diversity. However, the proposed algorithm does not extend to the case of multimedia transmission over wireless networks, which is the scenario investigated in this paper. Moreover, the target BER is predetermined. This paper distinguishes itself by mapping different target BERs into different layers based on the layer importance. Additionally, good subcarriers (chunks) are empirically assigned to the data streams with low target BERs and vice versa without any mathematical reasoning. In contrast, we mathematically prove this subcarrier assignment strategy. Although the main idea of our mathematical deduction is similar to [4] , the problem formulation is somewhat different, and the earlier results are not directly applicable to this setting.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes our system model and problem formulation. In Section III, we propose BER-driven resource allocations for generic bitstreams (BRA-G) and for realistic scalable bitstreams (BRA-SB) schemes. Section IV provides simulation details and results. We conclude this paper in Section V.
II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. System Model
We consider two scenarios of multimedia transmission over wireless networks as shown in Fig. 1 : generic-and realisticmultimedia bitstream transmission cases. In the generic case, the multimedia bitstreams are simply modeled by the length of the queue m of user k (in bits) R k, m and static BER k, m . In the realistic case, pre-encoded J2K scalable bitstreams [20] , as shown in Fig. 2 , are adopted. The details of J2K encoding and decoding processes are described as follows.
The entire encoding process consists of four stages, namely, 2-D discrete wavelet transform (DWT), quantization, bit-plane arithmetic coding, and RD optimization. At the first stage, O-level DWT decomposes a raw image into O + 1 resolution levels. Except that the lowest resolution level has only LL subband, every resolution level consists of LH, HL, and HH subbands. Each subband that consists of wavelet coefficients is partitioned into rectangular blocks called code blocks (CBs). At the second stage, quantization of all wavelet coefficients for every CB is applied if the DWT is irreversible. At the third stage, the embedded block coding with optimized truncation (EBCOT) method is applied to each CB independently. Except that the most significant bit plane (MSB) has only one cleanup coding pass (CP), every bit plane is entropy-coded into significance propagation, magnitude refinement, and cleanup CPs. The more consecutive CPs of each CB is available at the decoder, the higher the decoded image quality. At the final stage, the CPs among all CBs are distributed across M k layers using the postcompression RD optimization (PCRD-opt) scheme subject to a target bit rate constraint. Each layer consists of a certain number of consecutive CPs from each CB. Clearly, layer 1 is a base layer, whereas layers m > 1 are enhancement layers. A concatenation of these layers outputs the J2K bitstream. Note that different layers from different users exhibits different contributions to the reconstructed quality ΔQ k, m (defined later), owing to the multiuser content diversity.
During the decoding process, we assume the J2K decoder is able to detect and prevent errors from propagating through the entire bitstream [21] . Due to independent encoding of each CB, the J2K decoder is able to restart decoding from the next CB if the current one is erroneous. Second, for each CB, the decoder can decode up to the CPs in the preceding layer if the current CP is corrupted. The missing CPs are interpreted as zeros. We further assume that all the headers and markers used to prevent error propagation are transmitted error free.
In both cases, all bitstreams are transmitted via an OFDMA base station (BS) (single cell) with total bandwidth B T . There are N subcarriers to be shared among K users with M k queues (layers) each. Note that the terms "queue" and "layer" will be used interchangeably in the remainder of this paper. Each subcarrier has a bandwidth of B n = B T /N , which is assumed to be smaller than the coherence bandwidth in the frequencyselective wireless channel so that each subcarrier undergoes flat fading. At the receiver, additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) of power spectral density N 0 with zero mean and variance σ 2 = N 0 B n is present. For user k on subcarrier n, the channel gain and the corresponding channel-to-noise ratio (CNR) are denoted by H k, n and γ k, n = |H k, n | 2 /σ 2 , respectively. The overall CNR can be represented as a matrix γ with [γ] k, n = γ k, n . We assume that the system has perfect knowledge of channel state information (CSI) and that γ k, n remains static within each allocation period τ due to slow Rayleigh fading. Let us denote s k, m, n as the power allocated on subcarrier n for queue m of user k which needs to satisfy
Then, the corresponding number of transmit bits per allocation period of subcarrier n for queue m of user k, i.e., r k, m, n , can be expressed as
where T s is the time length of a single OFDM symbol, and α k, m is a coding loss factor related to the target BER of queue m of user k, i.e., BER k, m , by adopting M -ary quadrature amplitude modulation (MQAM) [15] as follows:
Note that α k, m has a positive value smaller than 1 in the range of BER k, m < 0.0446 [2] . The modulation level on subcarrier n for queue m of user k can be written as
Generally, we let
where queue m * is a MI queue, whereas queues m > m * are LI queues. From (2) and (3), it is clear that, given a fixed amount of transmit power, the number of transmit bits using higher target BER is higher than the one with lower target BER. Note that the effect of channel coding is not considered in this paper.
Denote ρ k, m, n as the indicator for subcarrier assignment, where ρ k, m, n = 1 implies that the subcarrier n is allocated to queue m of user k; otherwise, ρ k, m, n = 0. Since each subcarrier cannot be shared by multiple queues, the binary variable ρ k, m, n should satisfy With the CSI and the content information that includes R k, m and ΔQ k, m , BER-driven resource-allocation (BRA) schemes allocate subcarrier, transmit power, and bits to M k queues for each user k. Note that M k is the number of bitstreams available at the BS, whereas M k is the number of queues to be transmitted. For the realistic case, bit-level simulation is considered. More specifically, the individual scheduled layers' data bits from each user are demultiplexed into its already assigned subcarriers and mapped to already determined MQAM constellation sizes. At the receiver, the received modulated symbols from each layer are first demodulated individually for each assigned subcarrier before multiplexing into a layer bitstream. Then, the received layers belonging to the same user are merged into a single scalable bitstream. The received J2K bitstream is then sent to the J2K decoder.
B. Problem Formulation
BRA for Generic Bitstream: Here, the objective is to minimize the total transmit power subject to a minimum rate requirement on each queue of all users (M k = M k ). The rate constraints can be expressed as follows:
Then, the problem can be formulated as (6), (7).
BRA for Realistic Scalable Bitstream: Different from the generic bitstream case, here, we evaluate the realistic performance of multimedia transmission over wireless networks. More precisely, the goal is to maximize the expected quality of
under a total power constraint P tot . The reason we consider P tot lies in the fact that there is always a limited power budget per BS in a typical cellular scenario in reality (e.g., 43 dBm in a 5-MHz Long Term Evolution system [19] ). Then, the problem can be formulated as follows:
(1), (6), (7)
The last constraint represents the discrete modulation levels. We assume square MQAM constellations where b is an even number starting from b = 2 and stands for the number of transmit bits per OFDM symbol. b max is the maximum number of transmit bits, and its corresponding 2 b max is the highest modulation level. Note that J k, m, n = 0, indicating that no bits are transmitted. Now, we will discuss the definitions of R k, m , ΔQ k, m , and E k [Q] . Suppose that there is a total of C CBs, and the CB c has W max k, c CPs for user k. In the PCRD-opt algorithm, the rate Δr k, c, w and the corresponding distortion reduction in terms of normalized mean square error (MSE) Δd k, c, w of the CP w in CB c are measured. Then, the received distortion D k, m for layer 1 to m and R k, m can be expressed as
respectively. Here, D k, max represents the distortion without decoding any CP for user k, and W m k, c is the total number of CPs of CB c for layer 1 to m, which satisfies
w=1 Δd k, c, w can be interpreted as accumulative layer quality contribution index for layer 1 to m, i.e.,
Q k, m can only be exploited if the previous m − 1 layers have been correctly received, owing to the progressive nature of the scalable bitstream. Let LER k, m be the layer error rate for layer m of user k. Then, E k [Q] can be written as
where Q k, 0 = 0 as no information is available at the J2K decoder. Let ΔQ k, m = Q k, m − Q k, m−1 be the individual layer quality contribution index. Now, (14) can be further rewritten as given in [22] the following:
Problem (9) is more complex than problem (8) due to the nonlinearity nature of the function in (15) and the constraint on the integer value of modulation levels. Assuming only M k layers with predetermined target BERs are transmitted and neglecting the power constraint, it needs complexity of O((
to optimally assign subcarriers, transmit power, and modulation levels to each layer [4] . Given the exponential complexity of the optimal algorithm in N , we propose a three-stage algorithm in the following to solve problem (9) . Note that, although there is a suboptimal algorithm proposed in [4] , the algorithm focuses on two queues and thus cannot be applied to the transmission of the M k > 2 case. Moreover, the resource allocation can be performed, regardless of other cells' decisions, because we assume a single-cell environment. In multicell setting, problems (8) and (9) are no longer valid as the resource-allocation decision of each cell affects mutual performance [29] . This multicell issue is beyond the scope of this paper.
III. BIT-ERROR-RATE-DRIVEN RESOURCE ALLOCATION ALGORITHMS
Here, we solve the optimization problems for both BRA-G and BRA-SB cases.
A. BRA-G
Problem (8) belongs to a nonconvex optimization problem due to the discrete set of subcarrier assignment. Hence, it is prohibitively complex to obtain the optimal solution {ρ * , s * } since there are (
N possible subcarrier assignment for an OFDMA system with large K, M k , and N values. Fortunately, this problem can be solved efficiently by using the Lagrange dual decomposition method as long as the number of subcarriers becomes sufficiently large [16] , [17] , [28] . This condition implies the negligible duality gap. In other words, the primal problem (8) and dual problem (defined later) have almost the same optimal value. Let us denote μ k, m as the Lagrange dual variable for queue m of user k, and let overall Lagrange dual variable be matrix μ with [μ] k, m = μ k, m . Then, the Lagrange function for the primal problem (8) is defined as
and its dual function g(μ) is
where the domain D is defined as the set of ρ satisfying constraint (6) and s satisfying constraint (1) . Then, the dual problem is given by (18) where g(μ) is decomposed into N independent problems g n (μ), which is defined by
To solve (19) individually for n = 1, . . . , N under the integer constraint of ρ k, m, n , the subcarrier n should be assigned to queue m of user k with the minimum value of
For this, we take the derivative of
Then, we derive the subcarrier assignment ρ k, m, n as
Now, we substitute (20) and (21) into (19) and rewrite (19) as
where r k, m, n is obtained using (2) with
is computed from (18) . To find the optimal μ * that maximizes (18) to V * regardless of the dual function differentiability, the update of μ can be done using the subgradient method in which the subgradient of g(μ) for queue m of user k is defined as
where ρ k, m, n , s k, m, n , and r k, m, n are the optimizing variables in the definition of g(μ) = L(ρ, s, μ) . Then, μ is updated by
where i is the iteration index, δ i is a positive step size, which follows diminishing step size policy [18] , and ΔF With the objective of minimizing the total transmit power in a downlink OFDM system, the subcarrier assignment strategy for transmitting multiple bitstreams with BER diversity is that subcarriers with good channel conditions should be assigned to important bitstreams with low target BERs, and vice versa.
Proof: For ease of explanation, we restrict our attention to the single-user case (i.e., K = 1) with M 1 queues. Without loss of generality, we assume that the CNRs for the user across N subcarriers satisfy (s 1, m, n ) ∝ (1/α 1, m ) , (5) and (21) imply that subcarrier n is always allocated to queue M 1 (i.e., ψ 1, M 1 = {1, . . . , N}) during the first iteration of Algorithm 1. In other words, the remaining queues (i.e., m < M 1 ) do not occupy any subcarrier for transmission (i.e., ρ 1, m, n = 0 for ∀m = M 1 and ∀n). To satisfy constraint (7), certain subcarriers must be reallocated to queue m < M 1 in the following iteration i > 1. From the perspective of queue M 1 , if it has to relinquish certain subcarriers while minimizing its total transmit power (i.e.,
> 0. Therefore, it is easy to see that relinquishing subcarrier n instead of subcarrier n + 1 will always result in larger power reduction. On the other hand, for queues m < M 1 that compete for subcarrier n that will be redistributed, it is obvious that minimum total transmit power will be achieved when better subcarriers (e.g., n = 1) tend to be allocated to MI queues (e.g., m = 1) so that α 1, m γ 1, n and its corresponding s 1, m, n could be minimized. This verifies Proposition 1, which is validated by the results presented in Section IV-A.
B. BRA-SB
Here, we solve problem (9) with three stages: 1) dynamic target BER assignment; 2) unequal subcarrier assignment; and 3) discrete rate allocation. At the first stage, we determine the number of transmit layers and the target BER of each selected layer simultaneously based on ΔQ k, m and channel conditions. During poor channel conditions, the halt transmissions of less critical layers are necessary to avoid severe degradation of overall transmit reliability. At the second stage, we assign subcarriers to each layer based on the computed BERs from the first stage. Our strategy is to assign good subcarriers to important layers and vice versa. This make senses intuitively since less power will be consumed by the most important layer if it is transmitted by the best subcarrier, as compared with that of an average subcarrier. Then, the extra power budget benefitted from such idea can be allocated to the remaining layers to further improve the expected image quality. This conforms to the goal of problem (8) , which maximizes power efficiency while transmitting a certain number of bits. Hence, we adopt Algorithm 1 to assign subcarriers to different layers. At the final stage, we assign transmit power and discrete modulation level to each subcarrier.
1) Dynamic Target BER Assignment:
At this stage, we assume average channel conditions without exploiting the frequency diversity in the OFDMA system. More precisely, we consider individual subcarrier CNR γ k, n as average subcarrier CNR E[ch k ], i.e.,
Under this assumption, we aim to determine M k layers to be transmitted for user k and the target BER of each selected layer under the total power constraint P tot . Both goals are achieved simultaneously with the well-known water-filling theory. Three steps are required to accomplish the goals.
In the first step, we establish the relation LER k, m = f (s k, m, n ) so that the objective function E k [Q] in (9) can be expressed in terms of transmit power. To obtain the relation, we assume the number of subcarriers assigned to layer m of user k, i.e., |ψ k, m |, is proportional to the size of layer R k, m , which is formulated as
Since we assume constant CNR across all subcarriers, the specific subcarrier assigned to each layer is not important at this point. Let s k, m, n be the transmit power per subcarrier in |ψ k, m | subcarriers assigned to layer m of user k. Then, according to (2), we can write
We now rewrite (27) as
We further assume all bits are independent and are equally protected in layer m in which LER k, m can be written as a function of BER k, m , i.e.,
By substituting (28) into (30), the relation LER k, m = f (s k, m, n ) is established. Although the objective function in (9) is now related to s k, m, n , solving this problem turn out to be extremely difficult due to the nonlinearity nature of the function in (15) . Therefore, we construct a linear E k [Q] function through a pointwise linear approximation [23] in the next step to keep the optimization computationally less intensive.
In the second step, we linearize (15) into
where LER k, m is the average layer error rate for layer m of user k with equal power distribution across all subcarriers. In particular, it is obtained by substituting s k, m, n = P tot /N into (28) and (29) . Γ k is a constant, whereas (∂E k [Q])/(∂LER k, m ) and positive constant β k, m are given by
respectively.
represents the expected quality increment by decreasing (negative sign) one unit of LER k, m . Obviously, the hierarchical structure of the scalable J2K bitstream implies
In the third step, we maximizes E[Q] subject to the power constraint that is formulated as
Note that the reason why P tot is multiplied by (
is we assign a group of subcarriers to each layer in (26) . Problem (33) is equivalent to finding the maximum of the following Lagrange function:
By differentiating (34) with respect to s k, m, n and setting each derivative to zero, the optimal s * k, m, n can be obtained as
where 
and [x]
+ Δ = max{x, 0}. To find the optimal λ 0 that maximizes
, the update of λ can be done using the bisection method until the sum power converges to (P tot (35) has same flavor as the water-filling theorem [24] . However, distinguishing from the work that water-fills over frequency [2] , (35) This indicates that LI layers with smaller A k, m (due to smaller β k, m ) tend to be halted transmitting, as compared with MI layers. This makes sense intuitively because, when the current average channel condition of user k is poor (E[ch k ] small), a better option is not to transmit LI layers so that a large amount of the transmit power is used to maintain the overall transmit reliability of MI layers.
In addition to that, the larger R k, m is, the more transmit power is allocated to layer m. This is intuitive since larger amount of data bits requires more resources. Moreover, LI layers will not be transmitted when allocation period τ is short. τ can be interpreted as the frame delivery deadline in the context of video transmission. If the frame delivery deadline is tight, any video packets that cannot meet their deadlines are dropped before the transmission.
The solution to (33) is guaranteed to converge to the global maximum that satisfies the power constraint because the Hessian matrix of L({s k, m, n }, λ) is negative definite for all possible s. Once s * k, m, n satisfying the power constraint in (33) is found, BER k, m is computed using (28) and will be utilized in the next stage. Recall that the layers with zero s * k, m, n are not transmitted. Hence, only M k layers of user k will be transmitted. A k, m A k, M k (based on test images in our experiment), directly applying (35) will cause overprotection of MI layers, particularly when channel conditions are good [25] . In other words, MI layers are always waterfilled with excessive amounts of transmit power. To address this issue, we first set a minimum target BER BER min to determine the maximum allowable transmit power that can be allocated to a layer of user k, i.e., P k, max , which is obtained from (28) with BER k, m = BER min , as follows:
If the amount of transmit power allocated to a layer of user k exceeds P k, max , only P k, max is allocated to that layer, and the remaining power will be allocated to other layers. In this way, LI layers obtain more transmit power while ensuring MI layers are well-protected against channel errors. The complete steps are given in Algorithm 2.
No computation is needed in obtaining the content information since the J2K encoding algorithm already supplies this information [5] . Line 3 requires at most a complexity value of O( (a 1 , a 2 ) . Moreover, choose 0 < ε 1 as the stopping criterion. Set iteration index i = 1.
02: Set BER min , compute P k, max using (38) ∀k, and set P constraint = (P tot K k=1 M k /N ). Let N k, max denotes the number of layers that has been assigned with P k, max and set
06: end if 07: end for. 08: Set λ low = a 1 , λ high = a 2 . 09: repeat 10: Set λ low = (λ low + λ high )/2. 11:
Compute s * k, m, n using (35). 13: end for; end for. 2) Unequal Subcarrier Assignment: At this stage, we assign subcarriers to M k layers of user k based on the computed BER k, m from the previous stage. The unequal subcarrier assignment can be achieved with Algorithm 1. However, Algorithm 1 is still fairly complex to implement due to the iterative computation. To reduce the computational complexity, we develop a simple suboptimal unequal subcarrier assignment that consists of two steps. The first step tends to assign a subcarrier to the user with the best channel gain on that subcarrier while maintaining the fairness across different users. The second step utilizes Proposition 1, which assigns good subcarriers to important layers, and vice versa. Note that the second step is accomplished in each user independently. The algorithm can be described as follows. 
14: if
, which is much simpler as compared with that of Algorithm 1 because no iteration is needed.
3) Discrete Rate Allocation: At this stage, we assign number of transmit bits and its corresponding discrete modulation level to each subcarrier in a greedy fashion [26] . The basic principle is to assign additional transmit bits to the subcarrier that requires the lowest additional transmit power. The algorithm can be described as follows. In the final step of this stage, s k, m, n is normalized so that the total discrete transmit power equals to P tot . Due to this normalization, the target BER of each layer may vary. The complexity of Algorithm 4 is O(
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
This section is divided into two parts. In the first part (generic case), we evaluate the transmit power efficiency of the BRA-G scheme, whereas in the second part (realistic-bitstream case), we analyze the image quality of the BRA-SB scheme.
A. Generic Bitstream Case
To verify the robustness of the BRA-G scheme, two sets of simulation parameters were considered. For the first set of parameters, the allocation period τ = T s , the number of subcarriers N = 128, the number of users K = 2, the number of queues for each user M 1 = M 2 = 2, BER k, 1 = 10 −6 , and the rate constraints for each queue R k, m = 50 bits, ∀k and ∀m. The first and second row vectors of CNR matrix γ were set to [1 : 128] and [128:1], respectively. According to the given parameters and Proposition 1,
Note that the first simulation intends to illustrate Proposition 1 with simple analysis. Let (N 1, 1 , N 1, 2 , N 2, 1 , N 2, 2 ) be the vector of the number of assigned subcarriers. Fig. 4(a) and (b) , respectively. . Hence, the BER ratio BER k, 2 /BER k, 1 takes value from 1 to 10 4 . As expected, the total transmit power for WBRA-G remains flat since it assumes no discrepancy in importance between the MI and LI bitstreams. Whereas for BRA-G, the total transmit power and the number of subcarriers assigned to the LI bitstreams decreases when the BER ratio increases. This is because when loosing the BER constraints of the LI bitstreams, a higher increase in the transmit rate can be achieved by one unit of power consumption according to (2) . Hence, less power and corresponding less subcarriers are required to empty these LI buffers on the one hand, and more subcarriers and corresponding less power are needed to transmit the MI bitstreams on the other hand. Fig. 4(b) shows the total transmit power of the BRA-G and WBRA-G schemes for different rate constraints, i.e., R k, m = 20 * ε bits, ∀k, ∀m. It can be observed that the total transmit power for both methods increases with the rate constraints. However, BRA-G significantly outperforms WBRA-G where the performance gap widens as the rate constraints increase. This is because, when the size of data in the LI bitstreams (i.e., m = 2, 3) increases, more power reduction can be achieved by BRA-G than WBRA-G.
B. Realistic Scalable Bitstream Case
In the realistic case, the input data bitstreams are standard images (256 × 256 grayscale, 8 bits/pixel) instead of generic data streams. All images were processed with Daubechies 5/3 biorthogonal wavelet filters (i.e., reversible DWT) with onelevel decomposition before dividing the images into CBs of 16 × 16. Then, the images were compressed with a target bit rate of 2.886 bits/pixel and formed into five layers (L = 5). The size of each layer was set to be the same, therefore contributing to a rate of 0.577 bits/pixel.
For the OFDMA system, the total bandwidth B T = 1 MHz, the total transmit power P tot = 1 W, and the number of subcarriers N = 128. Allocation period τ was set in such a way that the total transmit rate per OFDM symbol equals to 512 bits/ symbol (or equivalently, an average of 4 bits/subcarrier). For example, the five layers of barbara that consists of (2.886 * 256 * 256) bits need τ = 369 * T s . Recall that we assume γ k, n remains constant within each allocation period, and 369 * T s might not be short enough so that the channel gain is stable within a transmit time interval. Nevertheless, if the allocation period τ is set shorter than the predetermined one, Algorithm 2 takes into account the impact of the shorten τ value and might transmit fewer layers. Note that we set BER min = 10 −6 in Algorithm 2.
The wireless channel was modeled as a frequency-selective channel that consists of six independent Rayleigh multipaths. Each multipath component was modeled by Clarke's flat fading model [27] . We assume the power delay profile exponentially decays with e −2v , where v is the multipath index. To assess the decoded image quality, we adopt the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) as given by the following: PSNR = 10 log 10 255
where MSE denotes the mean square error, and 255 is the maximum possible pixel value for the 8-bit test images. All results were obtained over 50 independent trials, which generate 50 random bit error patterns for a given SNR k, n . Three images, i.e., barbara, boat, and building, were selected as the test images. We compare five algorithms as follows. 1) Optimal (opt) BRA-SB: It is the algorithm that executes Algorithms 2, 1, and 4. 2) Suboptimal (sub) BRA-SB: It is the algorithm that executes Algorithms 2, 3, and 4. 3) Static BRA-SB: It is the algorithm that executes Algorithms 1 and 4 with all five layers transmitting. The target BER of each layer is static, regardless of channel conditions and layer importance, which is similar to [4] , [11] , and [12] . We arbitrarily set BER k, 1 = 10 −6 , BER k, 2 = 10 −5 , BER k, 3 = 10 −4 , and BER k, 4 = BER k, 5 = 10 −3 . 4) Without-BRA-SB-all (WBRA-SB-all): It is the algorithm that transmits all five layers as a single bitstream without considering the BER diversity. Only Algorithm 4 with BER k, m = 10 −6 ∀m is executed. Therefore, the goal is to maximize the total transmit rate, which is similar to [10] during the power allocation. 5) Without-BRA-SB (WBRA-SB): It is identical to WBRA-SB-all, with the exception that the number of transmit layers is the same as that of opt BRA-SB and sub BRA-SB. Figs. 5 to 7 show the results in the one-user case, whereas Fig. 8 shows the results in the two-user case. For the two-user case, the experiments were repeated in two scenarios to verify the robustness of the BRA-SB algorithm. The former assume that there is no path-loss difference between the two users, whereas the latter corresponds to the existence of large-scale fading. Both scenario results are plotted in Fig. 8(a) and (b) , respectively. Fig. 5 highlights the PSNR versus ASNR curves for barbara by using different algorithms in the one-user case. Note that the term "(1 − 8) = 1" indicates the number of transmit layers (1) under the ASNR range (1-8) , and so forth. It can be observed that the number of transmit layers increases with ASNR for opt BRA-SB, sub BRA-SB, and WBRA-SB. The performance of sub BRA-SB is very close to that of opt BRA-SB. At all points, the suboptimal algorithm achieves at least 90% of the optimal performance while offering a significant computational advantage. Additionally, opt BRA-SB and sub BRA-SB significantly outperform static BRA-SB and WBRA-SB-all in terms of the PSNR. At a low ASNR range spanning from 1 to 15 dB, the PSNR gains for static BRA-SB and WBRA-SB-all are almost negligible (i.e., less than 1 dB). Meanwhile, at a high ASNR range spanning from 17 to 20 dB, opt BRA-SB is 1.4-11.6 dB better than WBRA-SB-all. The advantage is contributed by our transmission strategy that prioritizes the protection of MI layers. On the contrary, WBRA-SB-all does not distinguish the importance of each layer and renders MI layers exposing to much higher BER than those in BRA-SB. At a high ASNR region (over 20 dB), the superiorities of BRA-SB-like schemes weaken as good channel conditions allow whole bitstream to be transmitted securely.
To obtain a better insight for the performance of the given five schemes, Fig. 6 shows the simulated BERs of opt BRA-SB, static BRA-SB, WBRA-SB-all, and WBRA-SB. For opt BRA-SB and static BRA-SB, the simulated BERs of individual layers are plotted. The only exception is that, for static BRA-SB, the average BER (ABER) of layers 4 and 5 is shown since both layers share almost the same results. Likewise, only ABERs of all transmit layers are shown for WBRA-SB-like schemes. Note that the results of sub BRA-SB are not plotted in this figure for ease of illustration since its performance exhibits similar trend as opt BRA-SB with relatively higher BERs of individual layers. It can be seen that the BER of opt BRA-SB-L1 is much lower than that of the rest layers, static BRA-SB and WBRA-SB-like schemes since opt BRA-SB gives the highest protection to the most important layer.
In addition to that, although the BER of opt BRA-SB-L2 is much higher than the ABER of WBRA-SB at 9-dB ASNR, opt BRA-SB is 2.5 dB better than WBRA-SB in terms of the PSNR. This implies that the image quality is very much determined by the location of bit errors instead of the amount of errors. There are four peaks for WBRA-SB at ASNR = 9, 13, 16, and 19 dB, respectively, which explains the fluctuating PSNR curve for WBRA-SB in Fig. 5 . These peaks are caused by the sudden increase in the total number of transmit layers, which drastically reduces the overall transmit reliability. Therefore, there is a high possibility of MI layers getting corrupted by channel errors. For static BRA-SB, the gaps in the simulated BER between the five bitstreams is due to the predetermined target BERs. Fig. 7 visualizes the quality gain of BRA-SB-like schemes compared with the alternatives for barbara at ASNR = 16 dB. It can be noticed that, despite static BRA-SB and WBRA-SBall transmit the same amount of image data, the image for WBRA-SB-all is completely incomprehensible as compared with static BRA-SB since the base layer for WBRA-SB-all is corrupted by channel noise. Fig. 8(a) shows the average PSNR across two users (boat and lena) versus the ASNR of both users. The overall performance of the two-user case is quite similar to that of the one-user case, where opt BRA-SB outperforms the alternatives for most of the ASNR range. Again, the PSNR gap between opt BRA-SB and sub BRA-SB is very small. At ASNR = 10 and 14 dB, the PSNR for WBRA-SB is slightly higher than that for opt BRA-SB due to the overprotection of MI layers. This renders the remaining layers ill-protected. Nevertheless, WBRA-SB achieves inferior overall results compared with BRA-SB-like methods due to its fluctuations in terms of the PSNR over the ASNR range. The PSNR gain for opt BRA-SB over WBRA-SB-all is as high as 13.7 dB, which is larger than that in the one-user case, owing to the multiuser diversity gain. Fig. 8(b) shows the average PSNR across two users versus the ASNR of user 1, where the average channel CNR of user 2 E[ch 2 ] is 5 dB higher than E[ch 1 ]. It can be seen that the number of transmit layers no longer necessarily increases with the ASNR. At ASNR = 13 dB, the number of transmit layers for user 2 reduces to two from four, whereas the number of transmit layers for user 1 increases from three to four. The reason is that transmitting four layers of boat incurs much better image quality than that for lena (i.e., boat and lena: 36.2425 and 35.6892 dB in our experiment). Since user 2 with a better channel condition consumes less transmit power to transmit certain data, Algorithm 2 executes to transmit fewer layers of lena so that more transmit power can be allocated to maximize the expected quality of user 1.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose two BRA schemes: BRA-G and BRA-SB. BRA-G considers the transmission of generic bitstreams, with the goal of minimizing the total transmit power under the rate constraint for each queue. Results show that BRA-G is superior to WBRA-G in terms of power efficiency at the cost of lower overall transmit reliability. For the BRA-SB, the objective is to maximize the expected quality of all J2K scalable bitstreams subject to a total transmit power constraint. This is achieved by three stages proposed in opt BRA-SB. We also propose a suboptimal subcarrier assignment by utilizing Proposition 1. Bit-level results show that opt BRA-SB provides significant quality improvement in terms of PSNR over BER diversity-unaware algorithms (i.e., WBRA-SB-all and WBRA-SB). The highest gains are 11.6 and 13.7 dB for the oneuser and two-user cases, respectively. Moreover, sub BRA-SB performs very close to opt BRA-SB.
